

USS Delphyne 9906.21


ACTDNicke:
<><><><><><><><><RESUME MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><

CO_Grant:
:: On the Bridge::

OPS_Lynam:
::At station on bridge::

CTO_Psion:
::On bridge::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Maintains sensor lock on away team::

XO_Krel:
@:: materializes on the Breen ship and draws weapon ... looks around ::

CO_Grant:
::Observes the shields raise up again on Delphyne::

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Away team is safely aboard captain.

XO_Krel:
@:: Looks around at the breen without saying a word briefly :: Breen:  I am K'Rel, Executive Officer of the USS Delphyne.

OPS_Lynam:
::Opens secure channel to SB191::

CO_Grant:
CTO: Acknowledged, but keep an eye on them

CaptDoi:
@::nods acknowledment and gesturs with his hand to the rest of the bridge crew::

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Always sir.

XO_Krel:
@DOI:  I must ask that you stand down your weapons and shields.  You are going to be approaching a Federation base, and that warrants a green status on your parts.  Understood?

CTO_Psion:
::Scans Breen ship's weapons::

OPS_Lynam:
CTO: I have a sensor lock on them, do you want to monitor it?

CaptDoi:
@::Looks around then looks at XO K'rel:: you have your shields up

CTO_Psion:
OPS:  Thank you Mr. Lynam, I shall.

XO_Krel:
@DOI:  We are not the ones requesting political asylum.

CaptDoi:
@::looks around apprehensively and nods::

CaptDoi:
@::gestures to one of the crew members and shields are lowered::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Secure channel to SB191 is in place sir.

LtJg_Cray:
::Enters the bridge::

CO_Grant:
OPS: did we get permission to go to SB then?

XO_Krel:
@DOI:  The Federation is as good as it's word.  We will not attempt any subterfuge here, you have my word.

OPS_Lynam:
CO: They are leaving it at your discretion sir.

CaptDoi:
@::makes loud HA! sounds::  if i must have only that...i fear i may have put my crew in peril

LtJg_Cray:
::Goes to science station::

CTO_Psion:
::Maintains scans on the away team::

LtJg_Cray:
::Initiates scans of the Breen Fighter::

XO_Krel:
@:: grrs under his breath :: DOI: We have honor and do not attack unprovoked, we also do not ally ourselves with ... :: pauses wondering if he really wants to insult the breen who have just requested asylum ::

CaptDoi:
@::noises come from one of the crew members::<TAC> CAptain; they are scanning us

CaptDoi:
@:::glares toward the XO::

CTO_Psion:
::Establishes weapons lock on Breen Fighter::

CaptDoi:
@<tac> Captain: the Federation ship has locked weapons on us

CO_Grant:
COMM:AT: Kre'l : Is everything OK?

CaptDoi:
@::flairs arms up and glares at XO:: this is honor? our shields are down and YOU Lock weapons????

XO_Krel:
@COMM:  DEL:  Yes sir, until... please remove the weapons lock, the Breen have lowered their shields.

CaptDoi:
::Breen crew begins scrambling::

CO_Grant:
CTO: Remove weapons lock

CO_Grant:
COMM: AT: Krel: LOck is coming down and lunch is getting cold

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Aye sir.  ::Removes lock::

XO_Krel:
@DOI:  Do not worry.

CaptDoi:
@::looks around at his crew:: <Tac> Federation ship has removed weapons lock

CaptDoi:
@Xo: so what is next?

OPS_Lynam:
:;Begins scanning for other ships in the area::

CSOPoulos has entered the conversation

CO_Grant:
TAC:Is ALL three of our officers over there?

XO_Krel:
@DOI: Travel with your weapons and shields down and all will be fine.  I will be returning to the Delphyne now.  Would you like to come aboard? :: trying to be polite ::

CaptDoi:
@::looks aruond::no i think i should remain here

CaptDoi:
ACTION: the lift opens with two breen holding Mr. Wall

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Yes sir, all officers accounted for.

XO_Krel:
@DOI:  :: Feeling relieved but feeling the need to press on :: As you wish.  but if you should change your mind.  Hail us.

CaptDoi:
@XO: ::nods and bows his head slightly:: 

XO_Krel:
@COMM: DEL:  Captain, AT is ready to beam back aboard.  The breen will keep their weapons and shields down.

CO_Grant:
CTO: acknowledged

CaptDoi:
@::looks over at the two breen who bring Wall over:::

CTO_Psion:
CO:  But Mr. Wall is in close proximity to two Breen officers.  I would surmise he is being held by them.

XO_Krel:
@:: returns Breen's nod ::

CO_Grant:
TAC: have the TR chief beam back the AT

CaptDoi:
@ XO: seems you have a stray party

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Aye sir.

CSOPoulos:
@::standing a ways behind the XO:::

XO_Krel:
@:: looks at Wall and furrows his brow :: DOI:  I will be sure that they all leave with me.

CO_Grant:
COMM:BREENSHIP:DOI: Follow us to SB191, warp 4

CaptDoi:
@::nods to the XO::

CaptDoi:
@COMM: Delphyne: initiated....

CaptDoi:
@::Signals crew to set course and warp::

CO_Grant:
OPS: NOtify SB191 that we are on our way, with the Grumoire on the secure channel of course

CTO_Psion:
*Ens Krebs*  Prepare to beam the away team back aboard the ship.

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Aye sir.

OPS_Lynam:
:;Sends message::

XO_Krel:
@:: disappears with the rest of the AT ::

CO_Grant:
FCOHUNTER: Set course for SB191, warp 4

CO_Grant:
<hunter>aye aye sir

LtJg_Cray:
::Maintains scans of the Breen ship::

CO_Grant:
CTO: do we have the at aboard?

ACTDNicke:
Breen ship remains close behind the Delphyne

XO_Krel:
:: reappears in the TR with CSO and FCO :: CSO: Return the weapons and I'll see you on the bridge.

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Aye sir.  All three members are aboard now.

CSOPoulos:
@::remeterializes on the Delphyne::

CSOPoulos:
::nods...::

CO_Grant:
FCOHUNTER: engage

XO_Krel:
FCO Wall:  You look a little out of sorts.  Visit the Doctor before returning to duty.

CO_Grant:
<hunter.::: engages course::

CTO_Psion:
CO:  I am speculative as to the reason for this Breen's defection.

CO_Grant:
CTO: speculation?

CSOPoulos:
::returns weapons::

CTO_Psion:
CO:  We know little of the Breen.  This could be espionage tactics of theirs.

CSOPoulos:
::heads for bridge::

CO_Grant:
CTO: HOpefully  Starfleet Intel will debrief the breen not the other way around

OPS_Lynam:
CTO: That is a possibility.  Maybe they want to see how we countered their energy dampening weapon

CSOPoulos:
::enters bridge, heads for SCI Terminal::

XO_Krel:
:: on the way to the bridge ::

CO_Grant:
CTO: Perhaps the Breen just want R&R on Risa like the rest of us

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Hard to get a tan wearing all that gear.

XO_Krel:
:: exits TL onto bridge :: CO:  I trust everything is going as agreed sir?

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Indeed.  Yet there is much the Breen could ascertain about the Federation without studying our technology.

CO_Grant:
OPS: The staff on Risa are very accomidating

OPS_Lynam:
::Smiles::

CO_Grant:
XO: So far so good, good job on your AT

XO_Krel:
CO:  Thank you sir, but it was no problem.

CTO_Psion:
CO:  For example the strenghts of our alliances, the psychology of our various races.

XO_Krel:
:: sits next to the CO ::

CO_Grant:
XO: I see that you and CSO have returned to the bridge but where is Wall?

OPS_Lynam:
CO: SB191 acknowleges that we are bringing the Breen in.  They are preparing for their arrival.

CO_Grant:
OPS: Very good

XO_Krel:
CO:  I forgot to mention it sir.  I sent him to medical to get checked out.  He was separated on beam into the Breen ship, and didn't quite look himself when he got back.

CO_Grant:
XO: I hope that the Doctor can fix him up soon

XO_Krel:
CO:  I'm sure he's fine sir, but I'm not into taking chances as I'm sure you can understand.

CO_Grant:
XO: Keep me posted

LtJg_Cray:
CO:  >From the scans I have been able to take...I think they might have the new weapon installed aboard the ship.

XO_Krel:
CO:  I will sir.

LtJg_Cray:
CO:  I'm not sure, but some of these quantum level scans indicate a possibility.

CO_Grant:
FCOHunter: ETA to SB191?

CO_Grant:
CRAY: more new equipment, then more questions for the researchers

CO_Grant:
<hunter>CO: 12 minutes sir

LtJg_Cray:
::Yes sir...But I'd like to be the one doing the research::

XO_Krel:
::Looking over scan reports from the breen ship on his PADD ... hmm ::

CSOPoulos:
::also looking over scan data::

CO_Grant:
OPS: Make sure we have a welcoming party onhand for our new Breen friends

LtJg_Cray:
CSO:  What do you think Poulos?

OPS_Lynam:
CO: I will suggest it to them Captain, they claimed to be prepaired but....

CTO_Psion:
::Maintains a wary eye on the Breen ship::

XO_Krel:
CO:  Sir, I also must report that they seemed to be quite paranoid about the whole affair.

CO_Grant:
OPS: REquest that another ship be undocked and waiting just in case of emergency like another Breen ship coming to reclaim this one

XO_Krel:
CTO:  >From the sensor scans, it looks like if they attempt to bring shields up, the weapons array will be the last area covered.  Track that part of the ship without using a hard lock.

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Aye sir.  ::Sends message::

CSOPoulos:
Cray: not too much right now... I still need to finish looking at the scans... ::grins::

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Aye Commander.

CTO_Psion:
CO/XO:  The ship has maintained its course and there are no indications of possible ambush.

CTO_Psion:
CO/XO:  Yet I will keep a wary eye on them.

CO_Grant:
CTO,CSO: ANy other ships in sight?

CTO_Psion:
::Scans for warp signatures::

CSOPoulos:
::looks at pannel... :: CO: none that I can see sir...

LtJg_Cray:
::Scans for subspace eddy currents::

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: no warp signatures found

CO_Grant:
<Hunter>CO: Approaching SB191

CTO_Psion:
CO:  I concur with the CSO sir.

CO_Grant:
CTO: acknowledged

CO_Grant:
FCOHunter: drop us out of warp, proceed at 1/2 impulse

CO_Grant:
<fco>: aye aye sir ::drops to impulse::

CO_Grant:
OPS: Request an orbital slot instead of docking for our ship

CTO_Psion:
::Scans the Breen ship::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Aye sir.

OPS_Lynam:
::Sends request to SB191 traffic control::

XO_Krel:
:: watching and waiting... remembers something his father taught him... "battle, 99% waiting, 1% pure frenzy."

CO_Grant:
COMM:SB191:Uss Delphyne arriving with package that requires special handling

LtJg_Cray:
::Scans Breen ship for anomalous power surges::

CO_Grant:
COMM:Grumoire:DOI: SB191 will guide you to a docking

ACTDNicke:
<DOI>COMM: acknowledged

CO_Grant:
<fcohunter>CO: we are in orbital parking slot sir

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Well, now we see if the other shoe drops.

CSOPoulos:
::continues scaning ship::

CO_Grant:
FCO: Acknowledged

XO_Krel:
CO:  I advise that we keep our distance for the time being sir.

CTO_Psion:
CO:  The Breen ship has almost completed the docking procedure.

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: the Breen ship moves to dock

CO_Grant:
CTO:acknowledged

CO_Grant:
XO: that is why we are here not in dock

XO_Krel:
CO: Aye sir.

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: the breen ship suddenly powers up 

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Power signatures spiking aboard the Breen ship!

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: energy levels peak .

OPS_Lynam:
Self: Oh s....

XO_Krel:
:: looks at the CTO :: CO: Sir?

CO_Grant:
CTO: Raise shields, deploy anti-energy dampening defenses, alert SB191

CTO_Psion:
OPS: Inform the starbase of a possible explosion.

OPS_Lynam:
FCO: back us off Lt.

CTO_Psion:
::Raises shields::

XO_Krel:
CTO:  Target their weapons array!

CSOPoulos:
::scans for signs of weekness in their sheilds..::

LtJg_Cray:
::Readies energy dampening defenses.

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: static message from the Breen ship reach the Del as the Breen seem to attempt to disembark

CTO_Psion:
::Locks phasers::

CO_Grant:
<fco>aye sir :: puts some distance between SB and delphyne

OPS_Lynam:
COMM:SB: Warning!, Breen ship is powering up!

LtJg_Cray:
CO:  Anti energetic defenses away sir.

OPS_Lynam:
:;Scans power levels from Breen ship::

CO_Grant:
CTO: Are the shields raised on the Breen ship?

ACTDNicke:
<SB> COMM: Delphyne: we've got it...:::arms shields and begins messagesto the Breen to power down::

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Aye sir.

LtJg_Cray:
::Several pieces of machinery are deployed::

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: the Breen moves out of docking and begins firing on the SB

OPS_Lynam:
CO: If the Breen ship explodes INSIDE their shields the wqhole base will blow.

XO_Krel:
:: knows he should have planted a bomb ::

CO_Grant:
COMM:SB: Breen high command might not trust field officers could be an automatic systeem

CTO_Psion:
::Fires on weapons array::

CTO_Psion:
*All*  Red alert!

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: another staticy frantic message reaches the Del from the Breen ship.

CO_Grant:
::THinks how nice it would have been to study breen ship::

OPS_Lynam:
::Captures message and runs it through the analyzer::

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Their starboard weapons array is down sir.

ACTDNicke:
ACITON: message is partly analyzed...Captain Doi is not in control

CO_Grant:
CTO: red alert , destroy the Breen ship full phasers, quantum torpedoes

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: energy readings continue to grow as the Breen ship moves away from the SB

CTO_Psion:
CO:  We need to reposition the Delphyne for a clear shot of the other array and possibly salvage the ship.

CTO_Psion:
::Loads quatum torpedoes::

CO_Grant:
FCO: adjust course to CTO 's specs

CO_Grant:
<fco>: acknowledged sir

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: the Breen ship contines looking like it is trying to mvoe away from the Base

OPS_Lynam:
CTO: Energy reading indicate the power is building to overload, we had better target their power systems

XO_Krel:
CO:  If we can damage their engines, they won't be able to clear the SB for a good shot.

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: power levels continue to increase......10 seconds to complete power breach and explosion

CTO_Psion:
::Targets impulse systems::

CO_Grant:
CTO: just fire to destroy

CSOPoulos:
::monitors power levels::

LtJg_Cray:
CO:  We can at least beam the Breen aboard the brig.

CO_Grant:
CTO: now!

CTO_Psion:
::Fires at the ship::

CO_Grant:
CTO: if any survivors make it to escape pods beam them to the brig

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: Breen ship explodes...all hands lost.

CTO_Psion:
CO:  The ship has been destroyed sir.

ACTDNicke:
<><><><><><><><><><><>><><PAUSE MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><
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